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Abstract: The aim of the noise reduction algorithms is to estimate the clean speech signal from the noisy recordings in
order to improve the quality and intelligibility of the enhanced signal. Due to this, it proposes a method for speech
enhancement using mask estimation iteratively. In this work, it provides speech enhancement under different noisy
conditions. The use of speech enhancement algorithm removes or reduces the presence of noise. The aim of the noise
reduction algorithms is to estimate the clean speech signal from the noisy recordings in order to improve the quality
and intelligibility of the enhanced signal. Due to this, it presents a method for speech enhancement using mask
estimation iteratively. In this work, it provides the concept of optimization of cost function by iterative method. This
helps for reducing the noise from signal. All simulations are implemented in MATLAB.
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I. INTRODUCTION
During conversation, both hearing and speaking adapt to the background noise in a noisy environment. It is
therefore possible to have a conversation in quite disturbing background noise environments. However, when the
conversation takes place over the telephone disturbances are more annoying. The disturbances are a problem since the
brain will not get the extra visual and other background information when interpreting the speech. The speech signal
transmitted to the other party is picked up by a microphone connected to the telephone. The microphone signal contains
both speech and noise at some ratio (Speech to Noise Ratio, SNR) depending on, for example, how far the microphone
is mounted from the speaker‟s mouth.
Speech enhancement or noise reduction has been one of the main investigated problems in the speech
community for a long time. The problem arises whenever a desired speech signal is degraded by some disturbing noise.
The noise can be additive or convolutive. In practice, a convolutive noise should be rather considered due to the
reverberation. However, it is usually assumed that the noise is additive since it makes the problem simpler and also the
developed algorithms based on this assumption lead to satisfactory results in practice. Even this additive noise can
reduce the quality and intelligibility of the speech signal considerably. Therefore, the aim of the noise reduction
algorithms is to estimate the clean speech signal from the noisy recordings in order to improve the quality and
intelligibility of the enhanced signal. There are various applications of speech enhancement in our daily life.
For example, consider a mobile communication where you are located in a noisy environment, e.g., a street or
inside a car. Here, a noise reduction approach can be used to make the communication easier by reducing the
interfering noise. A similar approach can be used in communications over internet, such as Skype or Google Talk.
Speech enhancement algorithms can be also used to design robust speech/speaker recognition systems by reducing the
mismatch between the training and testing stages. In this case, a speech enhancement approach is applied to reduce the
noise before extracting a set of features.
In literature, some proposed a novel multi-channel speech enhancement method by combining the wiener filtering and
subspace filtering with a convex combinational coefficient. It investigated a multi-channel de-noising auto-encoder
(DAE)-based speech enhancement approach. In recent years, deep neural network (DNN)-based monaural speech
enhancement and robust automatic speech recognition (ASR) approaches have attracted much attention due to their
high performance. It also proposed a sparse hidden Markov model (HMM) based single-channel speech enhancement
method that models the speech and noise gains accurately in non-stationary noise environments. Some presented a
harmonic phase estimation method relying on fundamental frequency and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) information
estimated from noisy speech. The proposed method relies on SNR-based time-frequency smoothing of the unwrapped
phase obtained from the decomposition of the noisy phase.
The paper is ordered as follows. In section II, it represents introduction of speech signals. In Section III, It defines the
description of speech level estimation system. Section IV describes the problem definition of system. Finally,
conclusion is explained in Section V.
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II. SPEECH SIGNALS
A speech signal consists of three classes of sounds. They are voiced, fricative and plosive sounds. Voiced sounds are
caused by excitation of the vocal tract with quasi-periodic pulses of airflow. Fricative sounds are formed by
constricting the vocal tract and passing air through it, causing turbulence those results in a noise-like sound. Plosive
sounds are created by closing up the vocal tract, building up air behind it then suddenly releasing it.
Figure 1 shows a discrete time representation of a speech signal. By looking at it as a whole we can tell that it is nonstationary. That is, its mean values vary with time and cannot be predicted using the above mathematical models for
random processes. However, a speech signal can be considered as a linear composite of the above three classes of
sound, each of these sounds are stationary and remain fairly constant over intervals of the order of 30 to 40 ms [2].
Speech sounds can be broadly divided into two categories: voiced and unvoiced. Voiced sounds are produced when the
vocal folds are vibrating, producing a quasi periodic signal, while unvoiced sounds are articulated without vibration of
the vocal folds. Speech consists of a sequence of vowels and consonants together with brief silences between phonemes
and words. Vowels are created by a voiced sound without any constriction in the vocal tract.

Figure 1: Speech Enhancement System with Corrupted Noise [1]

Estimation of a clean speech signal from a noisy recording is a typical signal estimation task. But due to the nonstationary of the speech and most of the practical noise signals, and also due to the importance of the problem,
significant amount of research has been devoted to this challenging task. Single-channel speech enhancement
algorithms e.g. use the temporal and spectral information of speech and noise to design the estimator. In this case, only
the noisy recording obtained from a single microphone is given while the noise type, speaker identity or speaker gender
is usually not known. Multichannel or multi microphone noise reduction systems, utilize the temporal and spectral
information as well as the spatial information to estimate a desired speech signal from the given noisy recordings
Consonants, however, can be originated by a voiced or an unvoiced sound and are classified as:

Stops: which occur when the air flow is blocked and suddenly released

Nasals: produced when the air is stopped in the oral cavity but not through the nasal cavity.

Approximants: produced when there is a constriction but not narrow enough to result in turbulence.

Fricatives: a narrow constriction in the vocal tract resulting in a turbulent air flow.
To illustrate the passage of a speech signal from talker to listener, a typical single channel speech recording
chain is shown in Fig. 2. The desired speech signal passes through a convolutive acoustic channel before reaching the
microphone, where it is combined with sound from other acoustic sources in the environment and it is transduced into
the electronic domain. The speech signal can become degraded by further additive noise as well as by possible nonlinear distortion within the electronic domain.

Figure 2: Typical Speech Recording Chain [5]
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It is convenient to classify speech signal degradations into the following three classes which differ in their causes
and potential remedies:
 Additive background noise that can arise in either the electronic or acoustic domains, although serious signal
degradation is normally caused only by acoustic noise from unwanted sources in the environment;
 Convolutive effects including echo and reverberation; and
 Non-linear speech distortion which may, for example, be introduced by amplitude limiting or clipping in the
microphone, amplifier or Coder-Decoder (CODEC).
In recent decades a diverse range of solutions has been proposed to address these degradation effects. Speech
enhancement techniques aim to restore corrupted speech signals by removing or compensating for degradation without
damaging the speech signal itself. The work in this thesis is concerned with the enhancement of single channel speech
signals that have been corrupted by levels of additive noise that are high enough to affect the intelligibility of the
speech.
III. DESCRIPTION OF SPEECH LEVEL ESTIMATION
In general, speech enhancement methods can be categorized into two broad classes: unsupervised and
supervised. In unsupervised methods such as Wiener and Kalman filters and estimators of the speech DFT coefficients
using super-Gaussian priors, a statistical model is assumed for each of the speech and noise signals, and the clean
speech is estimated from the noisy observations without any prior information on the noise type or speaker identity.
Speech consists of a sequence of vowels and consonants together with brief silences between phonemes and words [10].
Vowels are created by a voiced sound without any constriction in the vocal tract. Noise, in contrast to speech, can
originate from any kind of source and have any spectral and temporal characteristics. There are, however, some
common assumptions made about the noise when approaching the speech enhancement problem:
(i) The power spectrum of noise is more stationary than that of speech, and
(ii) Speech and noise are statistically independent.
It considers a multi-path environment where one source and two sensors are presented; the two sensors are located at
different distances from the same source. The received signal at the two microphones can be modelled as:
𝑟1 𝑡 = 𝑠 𝑡 + 𝑛1 𝑡 ,
0≤𝑡≤𝑇
𝑟2 𝑡 = 𝑠 𝑡 − 𝐷 + 𝑛2 𝑡
Where 𝑟1 𝑡 and 𝑟2 𝑡 are the outputs of the two microphones that are separated spatially, 𝑠 𝑡 is the source
signal, 𝑛1 𝑡 and 𝑛2 𝑡 are representing the additive noises.‟T‟, the observation interval ,and „D‟,the time delay
between the two received signals. The signal and noises are assumed to be uncorrelated having zero-mean and
Gaussian distribution. Our objective is to estimate this ‟D‟ and thus the problem „Time Delay Estimation‟.

Figure 3: Supervised Speech Enhancement System
The majority of the energy in a speech signal is concentrated in the voiced intervals. In the time-frequency domain,
most of the voiced speech energy is located in a small number of harmonic peaks that remain detectable even at poor
SNRs. In this section, we propose a method to estimate the speech active level at low SNRs from the energy of the
harmonic peaks during voiced intervals. Intelligibility and pleasantness are difficult to measure by any mathematical
algorithm. Usually listening tests are employed.
However, since arranging listening tests may be expensive, it has been widely studied how to predict the results of
listening tests. The central methods for enhancing speech are the removal of background noise, echo suppression and
the process of artificially bringing certain frequencies into the speech signal. First of all, every speech measurement
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performed in a natural environment contains some amount of echo. Echoless speech, measured in a special anechoic
room, sounds dry and dull to human ear. In most cases the background random noise is added with the desired speech
signal and forms an additive mixture which is picked up by microphone. It can be stationary or non stationary,
white or colored and having no correlation with desired speech signal.
If the background noise is evolving more slowly than the speech, i.e., if the noise is more stationary than the speech, it
is easy to estimate the noise during the pauses in speech. Finding the pauses in speech is based on checking how close
the estimate of the background noise is to the signal in the current window. Voiced sections can be located by
estimating the fundamental frequency. Both methods easily fail on unstressed unvoiced or short phonemes, taking them
as background noise. On the other hand, this is not very dangerous because the effect of these faint phonemes on the
background noise estimate is not that critical.
The algorithm provides a fundamental frequency estimate at every time-frame, together with a probability of each timeframe containing voiced speech. Identifying time-frames which contain sibilant phones is important for the
preservation of periodic speech energy at high frequencies. Furthermore, an estimation of the power spectrum of the
sibilant phone would also help identifying the frequency bands containing most of the sibilant speech energy.
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Speech enhancement or noise reduction has been one of the main investigated problems in the speech
community for a long time. The problem arises whenever a desired speech signal is degraded by some disturbing noise.
The noise can be additive or convolutive. Even this additive noise can reduce the quality and intelligibility of the
speech signal considerably. Therefore, the aim of the noise reduction algorithms is to estimate the clean speech signal
from the noisy recordings in order to improve the quality and intelligibility of the enhanced signal. Due to this, it
proposes a method for speech enhancement using mask estimation iteratively. The main focus is to improve the cost of
system.
In this work, it investigates a method without any pre-training of noise models. The only assumption about the noise is
that it is different from the involved speech. Therefore, the noise estimation turns out to be finding the components
which cannot be adequately represented by a well defined speech model. Given the good performance of deep learning
in signal representation, a deep auto encoder (DAE) is employed for accurately modelling clean speech spectrum.
Active noise suppression is a method in which the idea is to produce anti-noise into the listener‟s ear to cancel the noise.
The delay must be kept very small to avoid producing more noise instead of cancelling the existing noise. In this
section, we propose a method to estimate the speech active level at low SNRs from the energy of the harmonic peaks
during voiced intervals. Both speech enhancement methods aimed at suppressing the background noise are (naturally)
based in one way or the other on the estimation of the background noise. If the background noise is evolving more
slowly than the speech, i.e., if the noise is more stationary than the speech, it is easy to estimate the noise during the
pauses in speech. Finding the pauses in speech is based on checking how close the estimate of the background noise is
to the signal in the current window. Voiced sections can be located by estimating the fundamental frequency. Both
methods easily fail on unstressed unvoiced or short phonemes, taking them as background noise.
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Figure 4: Original & Noisy Speech
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The SNR results are shown in fig 6 & 7. The mean squared error tells you how close a regression line is to a set of
points. It does this by taking the distances from the points to the regression line (these distances are the “errors”) and
squaring them. The squaring is necessary to remove any negative signs. It also gives more weight to larger differences.
It‟s called the mean squared error as you‟re finding the average of a set of errors.
V. CONCLUSION
Speech signals can be degraded in many ways during their acquisition in noisy environments and they can also
be further degraded in the electronic domain. Serious signal degradation, however, is most commonly caused by noise
from unwanted acoustic sources in the environment, which may affect the speech quality and/or intelligibility of the
wanted signal. The noise can be additive or convolutive. Even this additive noise can reduce the quality and
intelligibility of the speech signal considerably. Therefore, the aim of the noise reduction algorithms is to estimate the
clean speech signal from the noisy recordings in order to improve the quality and intelligibility of the enhanced signal.
Due to this, it proposes a method for speech enhancement using mask estimation iteratively. In this work, it provides
speech enhancement under different noisy conditions. After this, it provides the performance comparison with non
regenerative method in terms of cost and rank of matrix.
In future, the development of new ones to extract more speech information or on the enhancement of the mask estimate.
Future work to improve the algorithm could include the application of temporal continuity constraints to the voicing
probability estimate.
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